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June 2019 LORR
Greetings unto the populace of Adria!
Please note that several people have been messaging me through Facebook for minor changes to their
heraldry… this needs to be sent as an email and it will be done in the order of receiving.
We need to ensure that due process is given to each change, and we don’t want there to be a lack of paper
trail.
Also, there is a limit on how many pieces of heraldry can be put in your name! The maximum is 6. If you wish
new heraldry, a letter of release must be email to me on which piece you wish to let go so that you can fill
your 6 spots available with a new piece.

ALL submission are to be sent directly through me please, herald@varheim.ca
If you do not receive a reply from me within 2 days acknowledging receipt, please check the address is correct
and resend. Thank you.
In service,
Princess Gabriele Silverhand
Imperial Sovereign of Arms
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Albion‐Rayonne

10681 Virginia Fortier
Personal Shield

Argent, a two headed dragon rising
out of letter 2 Xs conjoined per fess
Azure.

Gaelacia

10002‐10149 Katelyn a
Fishel

Gules, a wood cock in his pride
clutching a bone argent.

Gaelacia

10002 Barbara Alvarez
Personal Badge

Fieldless, argent a dragon in annulo.

10002 Barbara Alvarez
Personal Shield

Fieldless, lily of the valley vert,
flowered argent.
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Gaelacia

10002 Barbara Alvarez
Personal Badge

Fieldless, a tree blasted and
eradicated proper with sparce
leaves argent, within and conjoined
to the decrescent moon argent.

10002‐10667 Davin
Gould
Personal Badge

Fieldless, argent a wolf passant
langued gules.

10146 Anna Tackman
Personal Badge

Purpure, a crescent in chief and 3
estoilles in chevron inverted argent.

10146 Anna Tackman
Personal Badge

Fieldless, a triskelion Or.

10146‐10418 Brandon
Moss
Personal Badge

Fieldless, a triskelion argent.
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Gaelacia

House of Avenheart
Estate shield

Azure, a European vulture displayed
and a chief nebuly Or.

Cathair Na Cailte

House Ashen Winged
Hunters
Estate shield

Argent, a raven displayed
contourney proper surmounted by a
sword Argent inverted, and a chief
dancetty enarched of five points
Sable.

9750‐9749 Frank
Singleton
Personal Shield
10536 Chris Thompson
Personal Badge
10536 Chris Thompson
Personal Shield

Or, a horned
bull skull sable.

RETURNED:
Umbria

Gaelacia

Argent, a bull
skull cabossed.
Sable, argent a
bull’s skull
cabossed.
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These have been returned due to a
lack of heraldic proof of skulls being
used in history, other than human
skulls.

June 2019 LORR
TRANSFER:
Cathair na Cailte

5862 Brandley Sawyer
Per saltire argent and purpure, a
TO:
tankard inverted, lid open, sable
5862‐5866 William Akins and in base a gouttee d'sangre

Thank you to everyone for your patience as we work our way through the catch-up phase!! It is
greatly appreciated.
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